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Smooth, fine detailed and 
great resolution

while actually reducing apparent harshness. 
Music is presented as a coherent, organic 
whole, with a jaw-dropping sense of realism 
and naturalness.

“When I first decided to write to you about your Black 
Diamond Cables (bi-wired speaker and XLR interconnect) 
I had accumulated about 100 hours of listening time, but 
held off because the sound quality kept on improving. Even 
now after about 300 hours, it’s amazing and hard to believe, 
the sound keeps improving getting richer, lusher and more 
resolute as the hours accumulate.

My B&W 802D’s have never been happier, responding much 
faster than ever before!

I would like to thank you and the design team in Langport 
for doing such a great job developing the Black Diamond 
series of cables. Your attention to detail and pushing the 
state-of-the-art is greatly appreciated!

Good cables do matter!!!!
- Jim Rooney, Boston, Massachusetts, USA

“it’s amazing and hard to believe, the 
sound keeps improving getting richer, 
lusher and more resolute as the hours 
accumulate.”

“The Tellurium Q Black Diamond speaker cables` ability 
to retain drama and at the same time exhibit utmost 
transparency was demonstrated in a strikingly impressive 
manner. The xylophone sounds extended almost forever 
(so to speak) and were sharply projected on the virtual 
soundstage. It was exciting to “observe” (hear) tones 
forming in front of me with all the right natural colors/
timbres and then slowly fading away. There was lots of air 
around the instruments and their separation was exemplary. 
The micro dynamic ability of the Tellurium Q Black Diamond 
speaker cables was breathtakingly good and great micro 
dynamic responsiveness is the main reason why some 
systems sound incredibly vivid and lifelike.”
- monoandstereo.com

“The obvious danger is that the ambitious audiophile will 
soon want to recable the entire system with Tellurium 
Q Black Diamond…..Such cables really are the stuff 
recommendations to close friends are made of”
- Frank Hakopians, 6 Moons

“Recommended for being probably the last cable you will 
need to buy. Stunning performance.”
- Dominic Marsh, HiFi Pig

“... reviewing the Tellurium Q Black Diamond speaker cable. 
Up to this point I had not found any cable over the last 
decade that had outperformed the Philosophy Cables loom 
that had been in situ. Until now. “
- Tony Bolton, Opinion Column HiFi World
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Black Diamond Speaker Cable
PRODUCT CODE: BD-SC 

Many years ago Tellurium Q produced a speaker cable called 
the Graphite. While sounding incredible in most systems and 
winning awards, there were a few that reported that they 
actually sounded “wrong”, a little thick and heavy. This only 
occurred on very few systems but gave us something new to 
launch into researching. (We love a challenge because no matter 
what else we always learn something new).

The Black Diamond speaker cable was born out of this work. 
The Graphite speaker cable was referred to as “the best speaker 
cables I’ve ever heard” by one reviewer but even so the Black 
Diamonds significantly out perform them without any of the 
apparent drawbacks of the old Graphite as you will see for 
yourself reading the reviews and hear for yourself when you 
plug them into your system.

BANANA SPADE

Note: All Tellurium Q Speaker 

cables can be Bi-wired by 

adding an extra cable during 

manufacture.

Black Diamond Links
PRODUCT CODE: BD-LNK 

The Black Diamond bi-wire link is designed to be used with 
Tellurium Q Black Diamond or all TQ Silver ranges, to replace 
the external links that came with your speaker.

Black Diamond Waveform™ hf 
Digital RCA/BNC
PRODUCT CODE: BD-DRCA, BD-BNC

Keeping the same family sound as the Black but taking it beyond 
the Ultra Silver on the way to the Silver Diamond. The Black 
Diamond is the newest in the Waveform line up but sits very 
firmly in its performance slot of the Tellurium Q matrix.

RCA BNC

Note: All Tellurium Q 

Digital RCA cables can be 

terminated with RCA or BNC 

connectors.

Black Diamond RCA
PRODUCT CODE: BD-RCA

The previous Tellurium Q reference RCA for one very good 
reason – they are staggeringly good, detailed and smooth.
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Black Diamond Tone Arm
PRODUCT CODE: BD-PHONO

The Black Diamond RCA Phono turntable cable is the 
Tellurium Q reference level product for very good reason. 
The sound quality is on a par with the rest of the Black 
Diamond range – incredible.

This construction has the earth link buried in the main body 
of the cable itself.

Black Diamond XLR
PRODUCT CODE: BD-XLR

The Black Diamond XLR are Tellurium Q in a cable. The 
Black Diamond XLR uses our own TeCu connector and 
is the most natural sounding cable in the range, which is 
saying something.
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Black Diamond DIN
PRODUCT CODE: BD-DIN

We were asked if it was possible to construct a reference 
level DIN cable and this is the result. The performance is 
beyond what you might expect simply from looking at it 
because there seems to be just a simple cable and connector 
with nothing fancy going on.

Black Diamond Digital 
Streaming Cable
PRODUCT CODE: BD-DS

The New High performance Digital Streaming cable 
announced by Tellurium Q. This cable was announced to 
just a few distributors and already there is only limited first 
run stock remaining. We have been taken by surprise by 
the overwhelming response and feedback we are getting. 
Bringing better detail and a more natural sound than you 
might expect, performing as it does at the Black Diamond 
level.
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